Product Update

DAP Colour Change - 24 March 2014

Impact Fertilisers are sourcing Ammonium Phosphate from additional manufacturers to meet customer demand this season. Please note that the DAP you receive this season may have a different appearance to the product previously supplied. This is because Ammonium Phosphate manufacturers utilise differing coatings on the product granules to improve flow, handling and storage prior to use.

The nutrient analysis and physical properties of the DAP will be the same as previous supply however the colour of the granules could be lighter. It is also possible that a mix of DAP from various origins may occur in an order due to storage and handling of the DAP stockpiles.

Below are pictures of the DAP from two new shipments and a picture of the currently supplied DAP.

New DAP Shipments
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Current DAP
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Please do not hesitate to contact your ASM or Customer Service on 1800 88 44 88 with any further questions.